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Today’s learning objectives...

● Gain a deeper understanding of how BL looks at 
elementary, middle, and high school within each model

● Plan for positive classroom environment and 
management in a blended environment

● Explore the models of Blended Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) viewing models in action for understanding and discussion, 2) exploring use of the models at elementary, middle, and high school levels, 3) discussing classroom environment and transition management for each model



Agenda

● Revisit & Connect

● SPARK! - Can you spot the 
model?

● INTERNALIZE! - Discussion & 
Breakout

● GENERATE! - Choice 
Extensions



SPARK!
Can you spot the model in action?



Which model requires 
each student to have a 

device during instruction?

A. Station Rotation
B. A La Carte
C. Whole Group Rotation (“Lab”)
D. Flipped Class
E. Playlist
F. Flex 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
C. 



Whole-Group Rotation Model

student
-to-
student

onlineteacher
-to-
student

1-1 Devices

1-1 teacher-
student



Whole-Group Rotation

● Biggest Benefits:
○ 1-1 conference time
○ Individual pathways 

● Closest to teacher-led instruction model; good 
starting point for middle and high school

● 1-1 device access 
● Consider BYOD with mobile 
● Screen visibility & proximity (either virtual or 

physical)



Students take online 
classes offered by a third 

party, like a college or 
virtual school in the 
_________ model.

A. Station Rotation
B. A La Carte
C. Whole Group Rotation (“Lab”)
D. Flipped Class
E. Playlist
F. Flex 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B



A La Carte

● Biggest Benefits:
○ Access courses not offered at school, resolving 

scheduling conflicts, credit recovery
○ Build competencies for college readiness

● Most common at high school level but should not 
be limited to HS

● Consider skyping into existing classes in other 
schools for a different type of A La Carte

● Have a facilitator support students
● Onboard Students



A La Carte - Student Onboarding & Support



Students choose and 
shuffle the order of 

activities in the 
_______ model. 

A. Station Rotation
B. A La Carte
C. Whole Group Rotation (“Lab”)
D. Flipped Class
E. Playlist
F. Flex 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
E



“Playlist” or Individual Rotation

student
-to-
student

online

teacher
-to-
class

Playlist Model

online teacher-to-
student 
conferences



Playlist

● Biggest Benefits:
○ Student agency
○ High level of personalization

● Easily embedded into other models
● Students as young as K can be successful in a 

Playlist model
● Expectations & assessments are key 



Teachers work with small 
groups while other 

students work at centers 
in the ______ model. 

A. Station Rotation
B. A La Carte
C. Whole Group Rotation (“Lab”)
D. Flipped Class
E. Playlist
F. Flex 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A



Station Rotation

online student
-to-
student

student
-to-
student

teacher
-to-
student



Station Rotation

● Biggest Benefits:
○ Differentiate in small groups
○ Balances modes of instruction (direct, online, 

collaborative offline)
○ Personalization through digital station
○ Not required to have 1-1 student:device ratio

● Closest to centers; good starting point for 
elementary grade levels

● Have tips at each station for student agency
● Transitions are key
● Can be on a timer or flexible



Station Rotation & Playlist Compared



Teachers create or find 
video or other media to 
deliver instruction in the 

______ model. 

A. Station Rotation
B. A La Carte
C. Whole Group Rotation (“Lab”)
D. Flipped Class
E. Playlist
F. Flex 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
D



Flipped Class

● Biggest Benefits:
○ Students control pace (agency)
○ Can replay content as needed for review 
○ Allows teachers to support students during 

application of learning 
○ Increased engagement during face-to-face

● Easily embedded into other models for in-class flip
● Excellent assessment tools available - EdPuzzle, 

Playposit, InsertLearning
● Have headsets available at stations
● Many sources of flipped content



Digital learning is 
prominent with fluid 

movement and face-to-
face teacher support in 

the ____ model. 

A. Station Rotation
B. A La Carte
C. Whole Group Rotation (“Lab”)
D. Flipped Class
E. Playlist
F. Flex 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
F



Flex Diagram 
(Christensen Institute, 2016)

Flex Model

https://www.blendedlearning.org/a-deeper-look-at-the-flex-model/


Flex Model

● Biggest Benefits:
○ Students control pace (agency)
○ Small group and 1-1 coaching and intervention
○ Allows combination of models for maximum 

online and face-to-face benefits
● Requires larger culture and mindset shift, and 

classroom redesign, on school level
● Relies heavily on digital curriculum so choosing 

standards-aligned quality curriculum is key
● Looks different within different schools



Teachers created the models, 
and teachers are still creating 
the models. Have an iteration 
mindset, not a model mindset.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Models are launch points, not “the way”. They look different in each class. Many are combined for highest impact. BL is not a tool...it’s a way of teaching, so there’s no “I’m doing blended today or I’m not”



My “Flex” at Grandview - English 12

3 weeks
online

1 week
F2F

Whole Group 
Rotation & 

Small Group 
PBL & Lit 
Circles

“Flex Days”:  Work 
from Anywhere

Teacher Station: 
Cloud Coaching 

via Hangouts

In-Class 
Facilitator; Cloud 

Coaching



Whole-Group Rotation with Playlist

partner 
problem 
solving

playlist
work

morning 
meeting

1-1 teacher-
student

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you have to have 1-1 if using a Playlist model? (No - can run it as stations)



1-Stop “Station Rotation” with Small Group Pull-Out

Individual 
Rotation or 

Playlist

Small Group 
Teacher Pull-Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you have to have 1-1 if using a Playlist model? (No - can run it as stations)



Station Rotation with In-Class Flip

student
-to-
student

student
-to-
student

teacher
-to-
student

Station Rotation Model

Flipped 
Lesson



What models are you already using? 
Or, what models seem closest to your 

current instructional model?

(Enter in the chat)



Focus on hallmarks of effective 21st 
Century practice over specific 
models of Blended Learning.



The PAACC: Hallmarks of 21st Century Learning

Personalization Co-creating unique learning pathways for 
individual students with students.

Agency Giving learners opportunities to participate in key 
decisions in their learning experience.

Authentic Audience Giving learners the opportunity to create for a real 
audience both locally and globally.

Connectivity Giving learners opportunities to experience 
learning in collaboration with peers and experts 
locally and globally.

Creativity Providing learners individual and collaborative 
opportunities to make things that matter while 
building skills for their future.

Tucker, Wycoff, Green (2016). Blended Learning in Action



Revist & Extend

Class Culture - a way of thinking, behaving, or 
working that exists in a class

How can we create expectations and behavioral norms in a 
student-centered classroom?



What are some classroom 
management challenges you can 
anticipate in a blended learning 

environment? 

(Enter in Chat)



BL Classroom Management Tips from Teachers
(Khan Academy & Christensen Institute, 2014)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1caxQHNYuc

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1caxQHNYuc


● Timers
● Station Prep & Tips
● Tech Helpers
● Ask 3 Before Me
● Model & Practice Transitions
● Cues - Visual and Verbal
● Class Contract
● Motivational Tool - (Ex: Class Dojo)
● Visibility Tool (Ex: Go Guardian)

Class Management in Blended Learning - Tips



Let’s Discuss

a) models in action
b) BL classroom management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question 1: Discuss the models. Which are closest to your current model? Do you have experience with any? What model(s) would work best to meet your instructional goals?Question 2: Discuss classroom management and culture in a BL environment. What strategies are you using in your current model for classroom management? Which would you need to add?



Try It Tomorrow!

● If you are doing teacher-directed whole group instruction, 
try a whole-class flip with BYOD if possible.

● If you have limited resources but home connectivity, try a 
video based Flipped lesson using EdPuzzle or Playposit.

● If you have some computers, try the following rotation set 
up for your ratio:
○ 1:3 device:student; try 3 groups (1 teacher, 1 digital, 1 

collaborative)
○ 1:2 device:student; try 2 groups (1 teacher or 

collaborative; 1 digital with teacher coaching)



Up Next: Planning for Blended 
Learning Models

Thank you!



Response and Application Paper

Rubric for Individual Paper due November 29 (3-4 pages) 

1. Brief description of your classroom setting and student population.  •5 Points 

2. Documentation of information gained through discussions and webinars. •10 Points

3. Plan for implementation:  How will you use or apply this information in your 
classroom, school or district? •15 Points  

(Steps 2 and 3 may be combined.)

●Email your paper to dianakurka@gci.net

●I will respond to you within 24 hours that I have received your paper.

mailto:dianakurka@gci.net


Requirements for Team Paper (in lieu of an individual 
paper) due November 29.
●If you are working with a building team and are developing a school-wide application or 
grade level application plan, you may choose to submit a 4 to 5-page paper for the entire 
team.  

•Each participant on the team should include an individual paragraph with a reflection 
about the plan. 

•List all participants who worked with the team on the paper

Email your paper to dianakurka@gci.net

mailto:dianakurka@gci.net


Resources & Survey

Resource Page: http://www.asdn.org/webinar-resource-page-blended-
learning-in-action-fall-2017/

Survey 3: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/MJKLJVD

http://www.asdn.org/webinar-resource-page-blended-learning-in-action-fall-2017
http://www.asdn.org/webinar-resource-page-blended-learning-in-action-fall-2017
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/MJKLJVD
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